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EE Source-based CDC extracts only new and changed records from the source; this 
can be thought of as the functional equivalent of a timestamp-based extraction 
but for Business Content data sources instead of for tables. This only works for 
extractors that support delta recognition. 

Table 12.5 summarizes the different options for updating data by the type of source 
you want to use.
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Table 12.5 Update Types by Type of Source Data

You’ll notice in Table 12.5 that the extraction scenarios for data sources are con-
sidered separately for ODP or non-ODP compatible data sources. For the purpose 
of data replication, the Operational Data Provider (ODP) interface mainly enables 
the use of data sources with delta queues for those extractors that support a delta. 
Not all data sources delivered by SAP are ODP-compatible, so you’ll need to check 
the individual data sources to see if the ones you want to use with SAP Data Ser-
vices are in the list. For those that are ODP-compatible and have delta recogni-
tion, an efficient delta extraction is available to SAP Data Services. An additional 
benefit for ODP-compatible data sources is that they don’t require the use of an 
ABAP data flow in SAP Data Services (regardless of whether they support delta 
capabilities or not).

A full refresh of all of the data in a table is obviously the simplest way to load data. 
For a full refresh, the setup of the batch job in SAP Data Services looks the same 
as it does for any other target system (Figure 12.30).


